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Abstract The strength of key interfacial contacts that

stabilize protein–protein interactions have been studied by

computer simulation. Experimentally, changes in the

interface are evaluated by generating specific mutations at

one or more points of the protein structure. Here, such an

evaluation is performed by means of steered molecular

dynamics and use of a dimeric model of tryptophan

repressor and in-silico mutants as a test case. Analysis of

four particular cases shows that, in principle, it is possible

to distinguish between wild-type and mutant forms by

examination of the total energy and force–extension pro-

files. In particular, detailed atomic level structural analysis

indicates that specific mutations at the interface of the

dimeric model (positions 19 and 39) alter interactions that

appear in the wild-type form of tryptophan repressor,

reducing the energy and force required to separate both

subunits.

Keywords Interface stability � Dimeric proteins �
Steered molecular dynamics

Introduction

Proteins are biological macromolecules with hierarchical

levels of organization. Their primary structure is given by

the linear polymeric sequence of amino acid residues.

Their secondary structure arises from folding of the poly-

mer, which is mainly stabilized by formation of hydrogen

bonds. Tertiary structure arises as a result of interaction of

segments of the secondary structure. Quaternary structure

occurs when interaction causes two or more proteins to

aggregate and form protein complexes which are stabilized

by interfacial contact of the residues (Voet and Voet 1995).

Characterization of protein–protein interactions involves

identification of critical contacts that dominate the strength

of the interaction (Bogan and Thorn 1998). These contacts

account for most of the binding energy of the protein–

protein interface. Changing these residues can disrupt sta-

bility and alter the organization of protein structure and/or

the predominant state of aggregation (Rumfeldt et al.

2008). Experimentally, high-energy residues at an interface

are evaluated by generating point mutations that modify the

chemical nature of a specific contact, i.e., an apolar residue

is replaced by a polar one or a bulky residue is replaced by

a small residue. Thus, prediction of the possible result of

mutations of interfacial contacts would be highly desirable.

Here we report results from analysis of changes in the force

and energy required to separate, along a predefined reaction

coordinate, mutant forms of the Trp-repressor compared

with the native form.

Several theoretical methods for evaluation of the effect

of mutations in protein interactions can be found in the

literature (Carra et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2004; Kamisetty

et al. 2011). Here we investigate a different method based

on steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulation. SMD

simulation is a theoretical technique that enables investi-

gation of biological processes on time scales accessible to

molecular level simulations, for example unbinding of

ligands and conformational changes in biomolecules

(Balsera et al. 1997; Deulfhard et al. 1998). The effects of
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mutations are evaluated by computing total energy and

force–extension profiles of the process of contact rupture

during molecular stretching. Similar evaluations using

force–extension profiles obtained by SMD can be found in

the literature (Bayas et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2012) These

studies involve manipulation of single proteins by use of

optical tweezers or atomic force microscopy (Shank et al.

2010; Alessandrini and Facci 2005). In these techniques the

protein is stretched along a unique reaction coordinate and

the force and energy determined are representative of the

structural or mechanical stability along this coordinate (Li

et al. 2000; Best et al. 2008). The tryptophan repressor

(Trp-repressor, pdb-id:3wrp) was chosen as a study model.

Trp-repressor is a symmetrical homodimeric DNA-binding

protein of 108 amino acids per subunit that regulates the

synthesis of tryptophan (Zhang et al. 1987). Trp-repressor

has an all-a-helix architecture. Each subunit consists of 6

intertwining helices (Fig. 1) in the folded complex. Three

a-helices (A–B–C) of each subunit compose the core

domain and the interface of the dimeric complex, and the

other three a-helices (F–E–D) of each subunit form the

DNA binding domains. Experimental studies have revealed

that two key positions at the interface are important for its

stabilization. These are tryptophan 19 (W19) and leucine

39 (L39) that are part of the A and B a-helices, respec-

tively. Note that as the dimer is symmetrical, they appear in

both subunits. Site-specific mutation of wild type (WT)

W19 for phenylalanine (F) has been reported to induce

disruption of the dimer interface (Royer et al. 1993). Also,

mutation of WT L39 for glutamic acid (E) destabilizes the

interaction at the dimer interface and enables a monomeric

form of Trp-repressor to occur (Shao et al. 1997). In the

latter case the mutation increases the dissociation constant

from 1 nM to 0.11 mM (Mann and Matthews 1993; Shao

et al. 1997). Our molecular level simulations of four par-

ticular cases show that it is possible, in principle, to dis-

tinguish between WT and mutant forms by examining total

energy and force–extension profiles, where higher energy

and forces are required to separate the subunits of the WT

form. Visualization of the molecular events along the SMD

extension is also analyzed, and a cogent rationale of the

forces required for subunit dissociation is given.

Methods and computational details

The main technique used in this work is molecular

dynamics (MD) simulation. In the MD approach, the phase

space trajectories of the system (positions and velocities of

all atoms at all times) are obtained by numerical resolution

of the equation of motion of the whole system. Thus, atoms

(or molecules) are treated as classical particles that obey

Newton’s equations of motion. A crucial step is selection

of force fields that can be obtained by means of empirical

potentials (the so-called ‘‘classical MD’’) or by means

of quantum mechanical calculations, via the Hellman–

Feynman theorem (‘‘ab initio’’ or ‘‘first principles MD’’)

(Gutierrez et al. 2010). In the SMD method an external

force is applied to an atom (or group of atoms), the so-

called SMD atom, along a reaction path. The SMD atom is

attached to a dummy atom via a virtual spring while a

reference atom (or group of atoms) is kept fixed. The

dummy atom can then be moved at constant velocity along

the reaction coordinate, dragging the SMD atom. In our

case, the force F~ between the dummy and SMD atoms is

determined from the potential energy, U, by using

F~ ¼ �rU; with U ¼ 1

2
k vt � ðr~� r~0Þ � n~½ �2;

where k is the spring constant, v is the pulling velocity, t is

time, r~ is the position of the SMD atom during the exten-

sion procedure, r~0 is the initial position of the SMD atom,

and n~ is the direction of pulling. In this way, it is possible

to measure the energy and force required to separate a

ligand from its binding site or to extend or unfold a

biopolymer.

Fig. 1 Frontal and superior view of the TR model showing both

subunits (blue and red), residues W19 (green) and L39 (yellow), fixed

SMD atom (gray), and mobile SMD atom (cyan)
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The SMD simulations were performed on the WT form

of Trp-repressor and on the mutant forms W19F and L39E.

As the protein model is a homodimer, both subunits were

mutated. The nomenclature for these three homodimeric

models is WT/WT, W19F/W19F, and L39E/L39E,

respectively. A third mutant form was designed by using

one WT subunit and one W19F mutant subunit. This

heterodimeric model is named W19F/WT. Each structure

was embedded in a sphere of 3520 TIP3 water molecules,

padding sufficient to cover the dimeric model in each case.

The carbon atoms a to aspartate 108 of each opposite

subunit were chosen as the fixed and mobile (SMD) atoms

(Fig. 1). The subunit to which the fixed (or mobile) atom

belongs is referred to as fixed (or mobile) subunit

throughout the text. The fixed SMD atom distance is used

as a control variable for the SMD simulations. All the

simulations were performed by use of NAMD2.7 software

(Kale et al. 1999) using the CHARMM22 potential with

CMAP correction (MacKerell et al. 1998). The structures

were minimized over 105 steps and further equilibrated at

310 K for 1 ns at constant temperature by use of Langevin

dynamics with a damping coefficient c = 5 ps-1. An

integration time step of 1 fs was used with a uniform

dielectric constant of 1 and a cutoff of non-bonded forces

with a switching function starting at a distance of 10 Å

and reaching zero at 13.5 Å (Lu and Schulten 1999). The

SMD simulations were performed at a constant velocity

of 0.0005 Å/fs = 50 m/s with a 7 kcal/mol/Å2 spring

constant. No thermal constraints were applied during the

SMD procedure. Visualization and data analysis were

performed by use of VMD 1.8.7 software (Humphrey et al.

1996).

Results

The trajectory of SMD simulation at 40, 130, 430, 470, and

680 Å of extension between the fixed and SMD atoms is

shown in Fig. 2 for the WT/WT form. Between 40 and

430 Å of extension, a-helices C, D, E, and F of both

subunits undergo simultaneous unfolding without signifi-

cant changes of the core domain. From 430 to 470 Å the

core domain partially unfolds keeping the contacts between

helical structures A–B–C nearly constant. Further exten-

sion, from 470 to 680 Å, disrupts these contacts and the

a-helical structure of helices A and B is gradually lost until

the subunits are completely detached. A similar structural

response is observed for the other three mutants as the

SMD simulation is performed.

The energy profile calculated from the SMD trajecto-

ries is shown in Fig. 2, lower panel. For all the proteins,

three main events can be distinguished. First, between 100

and 200 Å, a smooth change in the slope is indicative of

symmetrical unfolding of the external domain (D–E–F) of

both subunits. Next, a second increase in the slope, from

430 to 470 Å, is indicative of partial distortion of the core

Fig. 2 Evolution of the SMD

simulation for the WT/WT

form. Upper panel snapshots at

a 40 (t = 0), b 130, c 430,

d 470, e 680 Å between the

fixed and SMD atoms. Residues

W19 (green) and L39 (yellow)

in each subunit are depicted as

references. Lower panel energy

profiles along the extension

coordinate for WT/WT, W19F/

W19F, W19F/WT, and L39E/

L39E forms. Letters with

arrows refer to the snapshots in

the upper panel
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without major change of the interfacial contacts between

the AB segments of each subunit. The final event is a

plateau associated with the complete unfolding and

detachment of these segments. At this plateau the ana-

lyzed cases follow the decreasing energetic order:

WT/WT [ W19F/WT [ L39E/L39E [ W19F/W19F. In

this last event, the WT/WT form requires more energy,

which is reflected in its resistance to dissociation. This

resistance is reflected in the greater area under the curve.

The mutant form W19F/W19F has the lowest resistance

to subunit separation. An intermediate response was

observed for the forms L39E/L39E and W19F/WT. This

initial energy profile shows the response of the models is

in agreement with the experimental outcomes, in the

sense that the interfacial contacts of the WT/WT form are

more stable than those of the mutant forms W19F/W19F

and L39E/L39E. Although only four cases were analyzed,

our results suggest more energy is needed to unfold the

WT/WT form at approximately 600 Å. This suggests that

W19 and L39 are of crucial importance to the structural

stability of the dimer.

Further insight into this process can be obtained by

examining the force (pN) versus extension plots of the

SMD procedure, shown in Fig. 3. In general, each of the

four force–extension profiles contains two regions where

the force is maximum, one at approximately 440 Å and the

other at 570 Å. The first main peak (440 Å) involves

unfolding of the C–D–E–F a-helices together with partial

distortion of the helices that comprise the dimer interface.

The second main peak (570 Å) is related to unfolding and

dissociation of Trp-repressor. Comparison of the four dif-

ferent force–extension profiles reveals that dimers WT/WT

and W19F/WT have the highest first main peaks of the set,

that of WT/WT being broader than that of W19F/WT.

Considering that the area below the curve in the force–

extension profiles corresponds to the amount of energy

required to unfold the system, its evaluation gives us an

estimate of the flexibility of the structure. For the two

mutants W19F/W19F and L39E/L39E, the first peak is

sharper and lower, indicating increased structural flexibility

of their core domain. In the same way, the flexibility of

heterodimer W19F/WT is between that of the WT/WT and

W19F/W19F forms. The main difference between the WT/

WT form and the mutants is in the region that involves

separation of the subunits, that is, from 490 to 680 Å. This

peak is highest for the WT/WT protein, approximately

1,500 pN; in the mutant forms the second peak is clearly

diminished and divided into several small peaks that reach

1,000 pN.

Detailed analysis of residue–residue distance versus

fixed SMD atom distance at lengths ranging from 490 to

Fig. 3 Force–extension profiles for the WT/WT, W19F/W19F,

W19F/WT, and L39E/L39E forms of the Trp-repressor
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680 Å is particularly revealing of the profile of the second

peak. Figure 4 shows this analysis in this range for all

cases. The criterion for contact formation was a residue–

residue distance \3.8 Å. In general, polar–polar contacts

seem brittle and sharp, that is, they form and break dis-

continuously. On the other hand, apolar–apolar contacts

change smoothly as they appear. Both kinds of contact

reinforce each other, giving rise to the peak shapes. For

these analyses we used the one-letter nomenclature for the

residues and used the slash (/) to represent an interaction.

For example, N40/S8, represents the interaction between

Asparagine 40 (located in the fixed subunit) and Serine 8

(located in the mobile subunit). For WT/WT the polar

contact between N40 and S8 seems to be correlated with

the maximum value observed for the second peak. This

interaction starts at 560 Å and disappears at 600 Å, exactly

when the maximum value of the second peak is observed.

Other polar contacts, for example D24/K27 and R15/E18,

seem to give the shoulders at approximately 615 and

655 Å, respectively. Other non-polar contacts, for example

W19/Y30, W19/P37, and W19/L39 form along the second

peak. For W19F/W19F a different set of contacts is cor-

related with the shape of the second main peak. Here the

maximum value is approximately 577 Å, which correlates

with the H16/N32 contact. After that, a small peak appears

at 618 Å, which correlates with the F19/V23 and F19/L20

contacts. A shoulder is observed at 645 Å and correlates

with the S8/Q17 contact. N40/S8 is not relevant role in

generation of resistance to separation of the two subunits,

as observed in the WT/WT case. For the W19F/WT case,

the maximum value is at approximately 560–590 Å, which

correlates with the H35/F19, H16/N32, and N40/S8 con-

tacts. A small peak then appears at 605 Å, which correlates

with the K27/E13 contact. A smaller peak is observed at

630 Å and is correlated with the Q17/Q17 contact. Again,

the N40/S8 contact is not relevant in generation of resis-

tance to separation of the two subunits. For L39E/L39E, a

clear correlation is established for the four small peaks with

a saw-tooth shape that are observed between 570 and 650

Å (Fig. 3). The first, at 570 Å, is correlated with the

H35/W19 contact. The second, at 600 Å, is correlated with

L20/K27. The third, at 625 Å, is correlated with L20/W19

and the fourth, at 650 Å, is correlated with Q14/Q17.

Again, the N40/S8 contact seems to be irrelevant.

Because the mutations involved positions 19 and 39,

detailed investigation of the molecular events associated

with these particular residues was conducted in the

520–610 Å distance ranges. This range involves the second

main peak for all forms. Inspection of the WT/WT form

shows that both W19 and L39 interact alternately with P37

Fig. 4 Relevant contacts from 490 to 680 Å for the WT/WT, W19F/

W19F, W19F/WT, and L39E/L39E forms of the Trp-repressor. The

measured distance involves two atoms of each pair of residues. These

atoms are labeled in accordance with the nomenclature of the

top_all27_prot_lipid.inp file available at http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/

Research/vmd/plugins/membrane/top_all27_prot_lipid.inp

b
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(Fig. 5, WT/WT case). Because of the symmetry of the

dimeric model, the W19–P37–E39 interaction seems dou-

bled between 520 and 590 Å. The first event is alternate

interaction of P37 and L39 of the mobile subunit with W19

of the fixed subunit. For WT/WT these interactions are

represented by the blue (L39–W19 interaction) and violet

(P37–W19 interaction) curves of Fig. 5. Initially L39–W19

briefly interacts at 530 Å, then the interaction is recovered

at 542 Å continuing until 555 Å. Meanwhile, the P37–W19

interaction starts at 542 Å, experiences an interval from

562 Å, and is recovered at 568 Å and continues until

585 Å. The second symmetrical interaction in the WT/WT

model occurs between W19 of the mobile subunit and L39

and P37 of the fixed subunit. For WT/WT its evolution is

shown by the orange (W19–L39 interaction) and red

(W19–P37 interaction) curves of Fig. 5. Here, W19–L39

interacts from 510 to 590 Å, with an interval between 530

and 560 Å. Around 585 Å exchange of W19 between L39

and P37 occurs, and the W19–P37 interaction starts and

continues until 590 Å. For WT/WT these interactions are

shown as molecular events in Fig. 6. Interestingly, for both

of these symmetrical interactions, W19–P37–L39 point

toward a common center when formed. The occurrence of

these two interactions seems to be correlated with the

appearance of the second peak, as is suggested from

analysis of the corresponding interactions in the mutant

forms. For W19F/W19F relevant interactions are those of

L39/F19 and F19/L39, which symmetrically appear as the

polypeptide chains are stretched (blue and orange curves of

Fig. 5 for W19F/W19F). Here P37 does not interact either

with F19 or L39 (red and violet curvesin Fig. 5 for W19F/

W19F). The molecular arrangement of L39, F19, and P37

associated with these events is shown in Fig. 6 for W19F/

W19F. It is apparent the F19–L39 residues point toward a

common position; nevertheless P37, on both sides, does not

interact with either of these two residues. The smaller size

of F compared with W probably prevents formation of the

stabilizing interactions observed for WT/WT. For the

W19F/WT mutant the analysis can be performed by

combining the considerations for the WT/WT and

W19F/W19F forms. Here only one of the two symmetrical

interactions arises, W19–P37–L39; the second interaction,

F19–P37–L39, is not observed. The former appears at 566

Å (red and orange curves of Fig. 5 for W19F/WT) whereas

significant interaction of F19–L39 is observed for the latter

only, at 528 Å (blue and violet curves of Fig. 5 for

W19F/WT). The molecular snapshots for this case are

depicted in Fig. 6 for W19F/WT. Here, the arrangement of

residues W19–P37–L39 is similar to that observed for

WT/WT, with all three pointing toward a common center.

Fig. 5 Relevant residue–residue distances for the WT/WT, 19F/

W19F, W19F/WT, and L39E/L39E forms of the Trp-repressor. The

measured distances involve two atoms of each pair of residues. These

atoms are labeled in accordance with the nomenclature of the

top_all27_prot_lipid.inp file available at http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/

Research/vmd/plugins/membrane/top_all27_prot_lipid.inp

b
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For the F19–P37–L39 residues only the interaction

between F19–L39 is detected. Nevertheless P37 points in

the other direction, as observed for W19F/W19F. For the

last mutant, L39E/L39E, an interaction is found for W19–

E39 only; again P37 does not participate in any interaction.

As can be seen in Fig. 5 the two relevant symmetrical

interactions appear, namely, E39/W19 (blue curve) and

W19/E39 (orange curve) on either side. Those interactions

persist until 530 Å. The snapshots for this case, Fig. 6

L39E/L39E, show that E39 partially interacts with W19,

through the b or c carbon, and that the P37 are, as for the

previous mutants, oriented away from any common point.

These results suggest that the WT/WT interactions, namely

W19–P37–L39, give rise to the second peak observed for

the force–extension profiles and the introduced mutations

reduce the intensity of this peak.

Discussion and conclusions

Our results show it is possible to perform a coherent study

of the effects of mutations on the structural stability of

interfaces by following the total energy required to separate

the two subunits. The important regions of the interface of

the Trp-repressor dimer have been evaluated by introduc-

ing point mutations (Royer et al. 1993; Shao et al. 1997).

The mutational changes W19F and L39E result in disso-

ciation of the dimer at lower protein concentrations. For

L39E, the dissociation constant changes from 1 nM to

0.11 mM (Shao et al. 1997).

Force–extension profiles show that a structurally stable

interface requires greater force to achieve subunit separa-

tion. Also, the SMD method enables analysis of molecular

details associated with subunit separation. In the Trp

model, the main source of structural stability seems to be

interaction of the W19–P37–L39 residues that appear

symmetrically in both subunits. In WT/WT, as the SMD

simulation evolves, these three residues form a transient

cluster that correlates with the peak at approximately

600 Å. Analysis of molecular events shows that these

residues point toward a common center when they make

contact. Exchanging tryptophan for a smaller residue, in

W19F/W19F, seems to reduce the probability of contact

between these three positions. Here a change of a bulky

residue, W, for a smaller one, F, at position 19 seems to

reduce the possibility of contact between positions 19, 37,

and 39. In this work, visualization of the molecular events

revealed interaction between W19 and L39. Nevertheless

both prolines (P37) point away, preventing formation of the

clusters. This spatial arrangement is consistently observed

on both sides of the symmetrical detachment of the fixed

and mobile subunits. For mutant W19F/WT, events asso-

ciated with the W19–P37–L39 and F19–P37–L39 inter-

actions can be interpreted as a combination of the two

previous cases. Graphical depiction of the molecular events

shows that in the former group of residues, the transient

cluster is formed and they do point to a common center as

occurs for WT/WT. For the latter group of residues this

clustering does not occur in a similar way to that in the

mutant W19F/W19F. For the last case, L39E/L39E,

exchanging L39 for a charged group, E, again prevents

formation of clusters and the interaction of W19–E39

occurs through the c or d carbon of E39, and P37 residues

evolve pointing outwards. This situation is consistently

replicated on both sides of the subunit separation for the

L39E/L39E mutant form. Overall, the results suggest that

the reduction of the second peak at approximately 600 Å

Fig. 6 Molecular snapshots for the 19–37–39 residues. From top to

bottom WT/WT form, (left) first transient interaction, at 554 Å,

formed between the P37 and L39 residues of the mobile subunit and

the W19 residue of the fixed subunit (violet and blue curves of Fig. 5

for WT/WT); (right) second transient interaction, at 585 Å, formed

between residue W19 of the mobile subunit and residues L39 and P37

of the fixed subunit (red and orange curves of Fig. 5 for WT/WT).

W19F/W19F form, (left) interaction at 546 Å between F19 in the

mobile subunit and L39 in the fixed subunit (blue curve in Fig. 5 for

W19F/W19F); (right) interaction at 522 Å between L39 in the mobile

subunit and F19 in the fixed subunit (orange curve in Fig. 5 for

W19F/W19F). W19F/WT form, (left) interaction at 528 Å between

F19 in the mobile subunit and L39 in the fixed subunit (blue curve in

Fig. 5 for W19F/WT); (right) interaction at 566 Å between P37 and

L39 both located in the mobile subunit and W19 located in the fixed

subunit (red and orange curves of Fig. 5 for W19F/WT). L39E/L39E

form, (left) interaction at 521 Å between W19 located in the mobile

subunit and E39 located in the fixed subunit (blue curve in Fig. 5 for

L39E/L39E); (right) interaction at 514 Å of extension, between E39

located in the fixed subunit and W19 in the mobile subunit (orange

curve of Fig. 5 for L39E/L39E)
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correlates with mutational changes of the residues at

positions 19 and 39.

In conclusion, in this work we present an analysis of

events in the process of symmetrical dissociation of

dimeric models of Trp-repressor. Our simulations in four

cases reveal that introduction of mutations at the interface

substantially reduce the structural stability of the surface

connecting the subunits. The change in structural stability

can be readily followed by energy considerations and by

force–extension profiles involved in the SMD procedure. In

particular, on the basis of results we conclude that for

mutations W19F and L39E the energy at the interface and

the force required to separate the dimer are both lower,

reducing the structural stability of the system. Analysis of

the molecular events is also useful for understanding and

explaining the changes observed in mutants. For instance,

in single-molecule experiments using optical tweezers or

atomic force microscopy (Shank et al. 2010; Alessandrini

and Facci 2005) the protein is unfolded by traction at fixed

points of the polypeptide and the same unfolding coordi-

nate can subsequently be investigated. This enables mea-

surement of the magnitude of the forces involved in protein

secondary and tertiary structure. In the same way, our

research investigated the structural stability of interfaces of

the dimeric Trp-repressor and its mutants, and we showed

it is possible, in principle, to evaluate subtle changes in

stability by changes in the key residues that are parts of

these interfaces.
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